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However, DEMUD focuses on individual observations
rather than summary statements about entire targets.
This reveals that some targets are more heterogeneous
than expected (e.g., shots from Rocknest3_3 appear three
times in DEMUD's top 10, with different explanations
each time).
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DEMUD uses a truncated (low-dimensional) singular
value decomposition (SVD) to model the observations
that have already been seen by the user (X).
All remaining observations in D are ranked by their
reconstruction error using that model (U), which consists
of the principal components of X. Observations that
cannot be accurately captured by the model have a high
error, or "interestingness."
DEMUD selects the most interesting item (highest
reconstruction error), presents it to the user, adds it to X,
and updates the model U.
DEMUD also produces explanations for its decisions.
Triangles point from modeled to observed values. Peaks
are auto-mapped to elements via an element database.
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Introduction: As mission data archives grow, it
becomes progressively more difficult to spot individual
observations that possess unusual features that merit
further study. We have developed an automated method for prioritizing observations within large data sets.
The DEMUD (Discovery through Eigenbasis Modeling of Uninteresting Data) algorithm [1] uses principal
components modeling and reconstruction error to prioritize data. DEMUD goes beyond standard methods
for anomaly or novelty detection to also offer explanations for its selections. We applied DEMUD to data
collected by the ChemCam instrument during the Curiosity rover’s first 90 sols on Mars and identified several targets with unusual chemical compositions. Ultimately, DEMUD can save significant human review
time by quickly focusing attention on the most unusual
observations. Human judgment can then determine
whether these anomalies are due to instrument/data
artifacts or constitute a novel scientific discovery.
Method: DEMUD [1] is an iterative method designed to facilitate scientific discovery in large data
sets. It progressively selects the next most interesting
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tion becomes part of DEMUD’s growing knowledge
Higherobservations.
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and biases it away from selecting similar
Explanations. DEMUD differsLower
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anomaly detection methods by (versus
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explanations.
before)
Each feature of the selected item x has a reconstruction
error that contributes to R(x). Features with large errors are those that best explain why x is anomalous.
Data: ChemCam is a Laser-Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS) instrument onboard the Curiosity
Mars rover [2]. During the rover’s first 90 sols on
Mars, ChemCam collected 11,750 spectra from martian targets. We removed observations for wavelengths above 850 nm, set all negative values to zero,
and normalized the values for each of ChemCam’s
three component spectrometers separately by total
emission. We then applied a median filter with a window size of 7 to remove shot noise.
Results: We ran DEMUD using K=1829 principal
components (captures 90% of data variance) to model
the data with U. We initialized
the model
with the
Higher
Ba (Ti);
single most unusual spectrum in the data set (as chosen
Lower Ca, K
by a regular SVD), which was shot 12 on Kilian from
(versus
all before)
sol 72 (DEMUD’s selection 0).
DEMUD’s
next 10
selections are shown in Table 1. Each selection is accompanied by an automatically generated explanation
in which DEMUD identified spectral features with the
largest reconstruction error and looked up the corresponding element associated with each peak. Explanations apply to individual shots, not the entire target.
Here, “elevated” and “reduced” are judgments about
the observed values compared to the reconstructed
values that DEMUD expected to see, given the preceding observations. Thus, Epworth shot 8 has elevated
Ca and reduced Na with respect to the first two samples (Kilian shot 12 and Rocknest3_3 shot 2), while
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Target
Rocknest3_3
Epworth
Kam
Rocknest3_3
Kenyon
Murky
Rocknest3_3
Stark
Kilian
Thor_Lake

Sol
88
72
43
88
82
22
88
15
72
22

Observation
19 (of 25)
5 (of 5)
7 (of 9)
25 (of 25)
3 (of 9)
5 (of 5)
17 (of 25)
1 (of 1)
4 (of 10)
5 (of 5)

Shot
2
8
18
22
25
19
28
48
10
34

Prioritized list of new
ChemCam spectra
The prioritized list
would be available at the
beginning of the next
tactical planning shift.
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Table 1. First ten ChemCam targets selected by DEMUD from 11,750 spectra collected during MSL’s first 90 sols on Mars.
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As soon as new spectra
are downlinked, DEMUD
could immediately analyze
them with respect to the
existing archive.
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DEMUD:
Discovery through Eigenbasis Modeling
of Uninteresting Data [1]
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user knowledge

ChemCam archive
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The DEMUD results at left are consistent with summary
observations for this data set:
* Epworth has elevated Ca [3,4,5]
* Stark has elevated Si and low Al [5,7]

Operational Use

(1) Automatic prioritization of data
(2) Explanations for prioritization decisions

Select most
interesting

DEMUD complements other data analysis methods such
as trend analysis and a search for known items of
interest. It provides a ranked list of observations likely to
be of individual interest, with explanations for each one.

Explanation (automatically generated by DEMUD)
Reduced Ca, Na, and O
Elevated Ca; reduced Na
Elevated Si and Al
Reduced Ca and O
Elevated O; reduced Ca and Na
Elevated Mg
Elevated Ca
Elevated Si, and O; reduced Al
Reduced Ca
Elevated Ba (Ti) [6]; reduced Ca and K
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